
“RENGA FOR OBAMA” 
MAKES US SICK 

by Voltairine de Cleyre in the Plurality 
 

Really, you just have to see it for yourself. Follow the link below, or Google “renga for obama 
harvard review”. This is as real as it is unimaginable, just as inconceivable as the $65,000,000.00 
book advance the Obamas just got. 

Brace yourselves. 
 

http://harvardreview.fas.harvard.edu/?q=features/poetry/renga-obama 
 

• • • 
 

We stopped reading Sor Juana Inéz de la Cruz (LOA PARA EL AUTO SACRAMENTAL DE 
“EL DIVINO NARCISO”) to read this miserably shameful thing. It was morbid curiosity drove 
us to it. We should have known better. We ask ourselves: do they know better? 

 
• • • 

 
It’s not because we think the poetry sucks.  
Of course, a lot of it does suck, in so many ways, though some of it is OK, more or less, we 

guess, technically speaking. Some of us couldn’t read much of it, but some of what we saw wasn’t 
totally inept.  

Well, any fool can learn to make a poem. You can even get a credential that officially proves 
you’ve learned! 

It’s not even the barely creditable narcissistic grandiose vainglory of “we are embarking on a 
literary project of historic proportions.” 

That kind of epically self-pointing shit at the very least ought to make a fellow poet cringe in 
mortification, and a renga poet even more, perhaps, but we doubt a single one of them even knows 
much about the renga tradition. In fact, this is not properly renga, but renku. There is a poetic-
historical difference, though actual history, literary or otherwise, seems not to matter too much to 
that crowd. 

But we’re splitting hairs. 
When we think of literary projects of historic proportions, we tend to think of things like the 

immense, decades-long, collaborative effort to understand Maya writing (a lot of that work was 
done by women and indigenous people, by the way). 
 

• • • 
 

During the recent massive wave of school occupations in Brazil, which went mostly unnoticed 
here, a young woman, maybe a freshman in college, a senior in high school, a teenager, stood in 
front of an audience which included a number of politicians, one of whom began to argue with 
her. 

She said to him, very calmly: YOU REPRESENT THE STATE. 
It made us weep so very happily when we saw her do that on YouTube, and what makes us 

heartsick about Renga for Obama is that 200+ poets, all of whom presumably think of themselves 
as conscious adults, are either clueless about, or indifferent to the historical facts of the Tuesday 
kill lists and myriad drone strikes, Guantánamo’s persistence, massive deportations, 
unprecedented surveillance of citizens, halfhearted efforts to confront global warming, support for 
tyrannical Bahrain and the Egyptian generals, unquestioning support for Saudi state terror in 

http://harvardreview.fas.harvard.edu/?q=features/poetry/renga-obama


Yemen, utter silence about police brutality during Occupy, weasel words about Wall Street 
criminality, the depiction of Ferguson residents as “criminals and thugs” during their uprising 
against police violence, the caving to the insurance barons and refusal to fight for a public option, 
the provision of armaments to the “democratic” occupation regime of Israel, the open worship of 
the Pentagon and the intelligence agencies, and still our State-Jester “renga” poets 

 
serially kiss- 
ing the ass of a neo- 
liberal mass-mur- 
 
derer, seventeen + four- 
teen syllables at a time. 
 

• • • 
 

Dare to Hope  
for a coup 
in Honduras. 

 
• • • 

 
We don’t know who most of those poets are (though some are “major” names), but it’s painfully 

obvious that all of them, big name or small, identify with the US Imperial State. They identify 
with, even worship, various personifications of that State. They are, at least right now, hand-
wringing courtiers, cultural lackeys too quick to appropriate a genre they clearly don’t grasp 
(splitting hairs, again). How many of them are hoping for some increase in cultural capital, a high-
culture payoff? Who knows? Do they think their little brush with Obama’s Harvard will help their 
careers? Maybe. Do any of them know better? All we can say for sure is that in their eagerness, 
they are ignoring recent history, which is a fatal mistake. We hope some of them will wake up, 
own up, get their shit together and repudiate their part in that ludicrous “project of historical 
proportions”, but we are not overly expectant. 

We’re not calling them fascists. We’re neither clueless nor indifferent like those garden variety 
liberal sycophants, but while we were reading it, we became sore afraid 

 
when we saw two hundred lictors 
raise their fasces high, 
and we heard two hundred butchers 
sharpening their knives. 

 
Go ahead, inform yourself. Look up a couple of words. Then ask yourself:  

1. Whom does he really serve? 
2. Whom, precisely, do I serve? 
3. Who’s side am I on, anyway? 

Maybe an honest honest attempt to answer those questions will one day open your eyes. We do 
hope for that, you know. But until that day, please, do us all a favor and shamble back into the 
institutional ooze you inhabit. 


